FROM BARBER-GREEN ALLEY TO KINGSTON FORESHORES
By Frank Dunshea 2010
The following article by Frank Dunshea are his detailed remembrances of his apprenticeship and
working years in the Power House area from the early 1940s until his retirement in 1988. Frank trained
first as an Electrical Mechanic and Electrical Fitter.
Below is a nla photograph [nla-pic-vn 3967533-v] showing the Power House area 1923. Behind the
Power House near the Molonglo River are four cottages built in the teen years of the last century. In
the area top centre is the Engineers mess and further left the Power House brick cottages erected in
1921. The pine trees planted along Interlake Avenue [Wentworth Avenue] are clearly seen.
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The following three maps are from Kingston Foreshore Site Report Cultural Mapping Study: Volume 2
Appendices for the Interim Kingston Foreshore Development Authority. Freeman Collett & Partners
Conservation Architects & Planners Canberra. June 1996. These plans may be of assistance to the
reader.
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FROM BARBER-GREEN ALLEY TO KINGSTON FORESHORES
By Frank Dunshea 2010
I believe that it is extremely unlikely the name Barber-Green Alley appears on any map or official
records of the Kingston area but it certainly existed and remains in the memory of many people who
worked in and around it. The alley was not very long, had galvanized iron building on each side and
was blocked at one end, where it reached the large side door of the Mechanical Fitting Workshop. This
concrete building is still standing – maybe it has heritage listing.
You may ask how this short lane came by its imposing name. For most of its existence it remained
unnamed and it had no name when I first walked along it to begin my Electrical Apprenticeship in 1942.
As you entered the lane from what could be called the Giles St end the galavanised iron buildings on
the left were all annexes of the Mechanical Fitting Workshop. These consisted of Moulding Shop,
Welding Shop and Blacksmith’s Shop.
Wonderful things were done in the Moulding Shop creating all sorts of replacement parts for machinery
that were unavailable because of the War. A very skilled pattern maker named Norm Macgregor would
make a replica of the part out of wood and other materials, from this a mould would be made into
which molten metal would be poured to create the part required. These parts would then be
machined as required in the fitting shop.
The moulding shop was, to my young mind, a wondrous place with furnaces, crucibles of molten metal
and all sorts of sand and other materials for making moulds.
The welding shop a place where all types of oxy and electric welding were carried out was run by a
tradesman named Bill Eastwell who was an extremely obliging bloke. He would willingly do any
welding jobs for us fellows from the Electrical Section and would give the job priority if it was a private
request; these jobs were called foreign orders.
The Blacksmiths Shop was another remarkable place. It had no doors and was open to the lane. As
well as the usual variety of anvils and forges and a large water tub for quenching it had a huge block of
steel that must have weighed several tons with holes in that were in it that were used for hammering
and shaping. Also there was an electrically driven hammering and bending machine with a large
flywheel. The Blacksmiths’ Shop was presided over by Blacksmiths, Mick Grady and Jack Goodwin. My
wife and I later lived with Jack and Mrs Goodwin in Giles Street after our wedding in 1950.

It was good to be able to watch the Blacksmiths at work shaping and bending steel, repairing tools etc.
I was fortunate on a couple of occasions to see large hammer welds being carried out. The Smithy’s
would swing the large steel object being welded out of the forge with the joint area glowing white hot
onto a large anvil. Two Strikers, one on each side of the anvil would rain blows with large
sledgehammers working in perfect synch causing masses of sparks to fly at each blow. This procedure
was then repeated until the steel was fused together. That was a memorable sight.
On your right as you entered the lane from the Giles Street end were further galvanized iron buildings.
At the Giles Street end there was a toilet and shower block followed by a depot for the Electrical
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Linesmen. The Electrical Workshop building which included a depot for the installation section and a
substation for electricity supply to the area completed that side of the lane. Entrance to the Electrical
Workshop from the lane was by a large vehicle access door with a small judas door cut into it for
personnel access.
The large door at the end of the lane which provided access to the Mechanical Fitting Workshop also
had a personnel access door cut in it. Inside this building there was a variety of wonderful machines,
many types of lathes, milling, shaping, grinding, drilling, cutting and other appliances on the workshop
floor and work benches along the walls. A large mobile crane ran overhead for the length of the
building.
The man in charge of the Mechanical Workshop was Frank Scott, with Vic Styles and Bill Barr being two
of his supervisory staff. Although this building was fairly large it was due to lack of working space
inside it that led to Barber-Green Alley receiving its name.
In the last half of the 1950s when the development of Canberra was increasing rapidly and construction
was starting on Lake Burley Griffin the Department of Works and Housing purchased a large amount of
earth moving equipment. The bulk of this machinery bore the logo of THE BARBER-GREENE COMPANY.
As earth moving equipment always requires a lot of repair work and maintenance the space available in
the Mechanical Fitting Shop was stretched and this resulted in work on this machinery having to be
carried out in this lane. Much of the lane was soon taken up with partly dismantled bulldozers, trench
diggers, scrapers, etc nearly all bearing the Barber-Greene name.
The Fitters who had to work outside in these very poor conditions were paid a higher hourly rate to
compensate them. I can recall a remark from a very good friend of mine, Maury (Moe) Dowthwaite,
who had served his apprenticeship as a Mechanical Fitter at the same time as I served my
apprenticeship. Moe said in disgust, after spending a very bad day working in the lane, still covered in
grease and hydraulic oil, ‘I spend five years apprenticeship and going to night school for this and the
monkey who sits on top of the machine pulling the levers earns nearly twice as much as I do.’ Maury
achieved the last laugh because in later years he became the owner of an earthmoving company and he
was hiring the men who sat on top of the machines.
Vehicles going to and from the Fitting and Electrical Workshops had to weave their way through all this
activity and were often held up while a mobile crane removed or replaced a piece of machinery.
It was not very long before the lane became known as Barber-Greene Alley and the name became semiofficial when a large professionally painted sign was installed high up on one of the buildings at Giles St
end saying BARBER-GREEN ALLEY. This impressive sign was made by Sign Writers from the Paint Shop,
which was situated a few hundred meters away from the alley towards the Railway Station.
On entering the Electrical Workshop from the alley there was a small area built in to the left of the
door. This area housed the Electrical Mechanics or installation Section Depot. It was from this Depot
that I worked for the first three years of my apprenticeship before transferring to Electrical Fitting
Apprenticeship and working in the workshop.
The men supervising the Installation Section when I started work there were Viv Stephens and Charlie
Denton. The usual bosses Gordon (Nugget) Hay and Arthur (Unc) Hussey being away serving in the RAN.
Another senior man Murdoch Macgregor returned after I had been there several months and took charge
of the section. He had been doing coastal patrol duties with the army reserve. Nugget and Unc
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returned to take charge of the section after the war and Murdoch took up the position of Chief
Electrical inspector.
A lot of the work of the installation section consisting of installing equipment such as stoves and water
heaters in government houses and additions and alterations to office buildings. During this period I also
worked on many interesting projects. These included jobs such as the construction of Harman Naval
Base, a Radio Base for the US Navy in old Molonglo buildings, the rewiring of the Yarralumla
Brickworks, construction of the second half of Melbourne Buildings, installation of special lighting in
the Australian War Memorial, special equipment in the CSIR, installation of equipment at Mount
Stromlo Observatory and many other special sites, but this is getting away from the subject of the
Kingston Foreshore Area.
The Electrical Workshop was a steel-framed building with corrugated iron walls and roof with no
ceiling. There were grimy windows along each side. The floor was bare concrete with wooden
duckboards arranged in front of work benches, that ran along each side wall and long the centre of the
building.
The machinery in the workshop was very basic and ancient and were all driven by a single electric
motor that drove a shaft system that ran up high under the roof with flat leather belts coming down to
each piece of equipment. Fairly often a belt would slip off its pulleys and someone would have to
switch off the motor and then climb a ladder up to a catwalk that ran along the roof beams to replace
it. On occasion a belt would break and come flapping down knocking equipment and tools off benches.
Surprisingly no injuries ever occurred from this that I have any knowledge of.
One of the pieces of machinery, an old pedestal drill looked so decrepit that a workmate, John (Dippy)
Foster was moved to make up a sign saying, PLEASE MOVE ON AFTER VIEWING RELICT by order of the
museum trust. While it was not appreciated by the management it stayed there for some time.
The workshop had no installed heating or cooling system except for one cast iron stove with a long flue
pipe going up through the high roof. It was mainly fuelled by coal purloined from the Power House. This
heater was only of help to any person close to it thus most of the considerable area was left stone cold
even though the fire box and flue pipe would be glowing bright red. On very frosty mornings spanners
and other tools would be placed near the heater to make them warm enough for handling.
In later years of the workshops existence two more steel heaters constructed by The Blacksmiths and
Welding Shops across the Lane were installed.
The Superintendent of the Electrical Workshop was a small Scotsman named Bill Mitchell. Mr Mitchell
was a stickler for being punctual. He would enter the judas door into the workshop each morning as the
7.30 whistle was sounding. He would then walk through the working area to his office at the far corner
of the building. If any member of the staff was not at his workbench ready to start, he would be called
into the office later and be asked for an explanation. It the explanation was not considered satisfactory
the worker would have time deducted from his daily time docket.
An increase in staff numbers in the post war years resulted in the workshop personnel being divided
into two separate sections. One section was known as the Maintenance Branch had a Scotsman, Dave
Lamond as its supervisor. Another section that was known as the Substation Branch was supervised by
Bob Kelly an Australian and ex-world war 1 digger. Bill Mitchell was made Superintendent in charge of
both sections.
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There were three old large and heavy transformers stored in one corner o the workshop that were out
of service but still performed a useful function for some years. The Industrial Award at that time stated
that employees who did not have work available out of the weather would be stood down without pay
for the remainder of the day after a specified amount of rain had fallen before noon. While this did
not affect us workshop staff, it was of great concern to the linesmen from The Mains Branch. On very
wet days a gang of linesmen would appear and move these transformers across to the diagonally
opposite corner of the building. These transformers had no wheels and were moved by levering them
by up with crowbars placing lengths of steam pipe under them to roll on. This exercise also involved
moving and replacing the benches in the centre of the building so the move would take them the whole
afternoon. The next really wet period it would be deemed necessary that the transformers should be
returned to the other corner.
Everything in the area was subject to the effects of pollution from the adjacent Power House chimney
and it was necessary to wipe your bench space clean of a thin layer of soot with cotton waste every
morning before starting work.
Even though the Electrical Workshop suffered from these and many other disadvantages it served as
the base for the maintenance of most of Canberra’s electrical equipment for many years. This included
equipment in government offices, houses, hostels, schools, hospitals and defence establishments. The
Cotter Pumps and other water supply and sewerage installations as well as all The Electricity Supply
ground work which included the Power Station, Sub-Stations and underground cables. This work was
carried out fairly efficiently from these old premises until a new more modern workshop was built
facing Wentworth Avenue between the Power House and Mundaring Drive in 1956.
At the rear of the old Workshop, less that 3 meters from the wall ran the railway line that carried the
coal trucks supplying the Power House. The railway line was in regular use with these deliveries and it
was not unusual for a number of empty coat trucks to be parked on the line adjacent to the workshop.
The area where the workshop and mains branch vehicles were parked was across the railway line from
the building. It was common practice to walk though the gaps between the parked railway trucks. This
led to tragic accident.
At the rear of the Power Station an employee was using a steam powered winch to move loaded coal
trucks further down the railway line. One of these trucks ran on to the end of the line of empty parked
trucks causing them to concertina together. At the same time Harry Charlton, a linesman from the
mains branch was going through the narrow gap between two trucks and was crushed between huge
steel couplings. I was one of the first to arrive on the scene and helped push the coal trucks apart to
release him. He died before reaching hospital.
Another accident occurred sometime later on the railway track that might have resulted in a tragedy
but ended up slightly amusing. A small Bedford utility truck that was driven by Ernie Neilson and
Electrical Inspector, was hit by a shunting engine coming past the workshop buildings. The buffer on
the train engine went into the open window space of the utility lifting it clear off the ground and
carried it about 30 meters along the track. A very shaken Ernie Neilson clambered out uninjured from
the truck and was able to see the train buffer occupying the passenger space where, fellow, Electrical
Inspector Eric Stanwell had been sitting only about a minute before. Thankfully Ernie had stopped at
the entrance to Barber-Greene Alley to let Eric out. Eric Stanwell had been a Prisoner of War of the
Japanese and worked on the construction of the Burma Thailand Railway.
After this incident a flagman was used at this spot when a train was coming through.
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There was another branch railway line that ran through the Government Stores yard and the rear of the
Government Printing Office. This line ended between the Moulding and Blacksmiths Shops and the
Transport Depot (this building is now known as the Bus Shed Markets). I have no recollection of ever
seeing a train on this end of the line.
The Transport Depot as well being a garage for busses had a large workshop area for the repair of
busses, trucks and cars. The vehicle fleets for many Departments were supplied and maintained from
there. It was also the depot for the Commonwealth Govt. and the Ministerial car fleet. There was also
another building closer to the Power Station with large hoists for servicing busses and large trucks.
The Superintendent of the Transport Section, Mr Roach, I can’t recall his first name as he was usually
referred to as ‘Cocky’ Roach.
The vehicles used by The Electrical Section were supplied from the Transport Depot and what a motley
collection they were. All the vehicles were pre-war (except for a few ex-army jeeps) and most of them
were well and truly pre-war and had seen a lot of service. The cars and utes, that we used were mostly
Vauxhall Tourers or Bedfords but there were also some old Fords and Chevs. There was even an old A
Model Ford is still being used.
When a vehicle needed repairs, which was often, we would have to try and persuade the head
mechanic (whom it was important to remain friendly with) to issue you with a replacement. These
vehicles were usually more dilapidated and less serviceable than the ones we normally drove.
Across Giles St from the Transport Depot also facing on to Wentworth Ave there was the Government
Printing Office. This fairly large red brick building handled the printing requirements of most govt.
departments and employed a fairly large staff often working three shifts per day. The building was set
away from the main road with a driveway leading to the front entrance with an area of grass and trees
in between. It was a common sight to see members of the staff waiting under these trees for a change
of shift.
A number of the Govt Printing Office staff lived at the Kingston Guest House which was situated on the
block surrounded by Eyre, Kennedy, Dawes & Leichardt Street. This boarding house was originally
known as the Printers Quarters.
One of the major functions of the Govt Printers was the printing of Hansard and to this end a system of
brass tubes about 80mm in diameter were installed underground from Parliament House to the printing
office. The Hansard Reporters typed sheets were placed in containers and transported swiftly though
the tubes using compressed air. This system enabled a member to read in print what he said in the
House within an hour. The system known as Lampson Tubes was extended to the later Govt Printing
Office a much larger solid concrete building built on the corner of Wentworth Ave and Cunningham St
when the original building was demolished. The newer building has now also been demolished.
The Govt Printer was a man named Vic Johnson he had a reputation as a strict disciplinarian and hard
boss. I know of a few tales that tend to confirm this.
I had several good friends who worked in the old Govt Printing Office and my wife worked there in the
Book Binding Section for a period after our marriage, but the only time I got inside that building
occurred early in my apprenticeship. The Tradesmen I was assisting and myself were in the building
replacing light fittings there with a more efficient type and this allowed us to see most of the functions
of the place in operation. An employee was assigned to watch us the whole time we were in the
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building. I recall that we put him to good use handing tools and equipment to us when working up
ladders.
At the rear of the Govt Printers there was a large area fenced off with high steel mesh and with several
strands of barbed wire on top and inside this enclosure there were several small buildings and one
much larger building. This complex was known as the Govt Stores Yard. The Railway Line that finished
at the rear of the Transport Depot ran through the Govt Stores area. The main stores building had a
platform along its length adjacent to the tracks. The Govt Stores supplied all Commonwealth
Departments with items from as small as paper clips to plant and supplies weighing several tons.
It was very difficult for the Electrical Section to obtain any materials without going through Govt Stores
(I assume this applied to all Departments of the Interior Branches). An order in quintuplicate ie four
carbon copies was required to obtain material and thee order forms had to be approved by the Chief
Engineer. WE (Bill) Gray The Chief Engineer made a daily visit to the supervisors of each section and
while there he would sign as many blank forms as it was estimated would be required for that day.
This routine was continued by HA (Alan) Jones (who later became the first chairman of the ACTEA)
after Mr Gray’s retirement. The Electrical Branch was indeed fortunate to have had such wonderful and
understanding men running the show.
In spite of what appeared to be strict security and an extremely beaurocratic system, the Govt Stores
were involved in several scandals. They lost their almost exclusive right to supply when the branches
of many govt departments gained some independence and the stores closed down in the late 1950s or
early 60s.
Across the railway tracks at the rear of the Electrical Workshop and about 80 meters towards the river
the Plumbers Workshop was built circa 1946. This was a fairly large steel framed building and its walls
and roof were clad with heavy gauge corrugated iron fibrocement sheeting. I was able to watch much
of the construction of this building whilst working in the Electrical Workshop.
As well as being a depot for the plumbers carrying out construction and maintenance work around
Canberra the building contained machinery for manufacturing of all types of plumbing equipment. Of
particular interest to us Electrical Fitters were the tools for cutting g and bending sheet metal. Whilst
the Electrical Workshop had a guillotine for cutting and bending machine for folding sheet metal these
imp0lements were not very big and lacked several desirable features. The equipment in the Plumber’s
Shop was much better for handling many of our sheet metal jobs. When we would arrive at the
Plumbing Shop carrying a large sheet of mild steel the ritual would inevitably be the same. The
Plumbers Shop Foreman, Frank Tonkin would complain about the metal being of too heavy a gauge and
that it would overstrain his equipment etc, but he would eventually give us advice of how to do the
job.
This was typical of the co-operation between all the difference section of Govt Depts in the Kingston
area and for many years much work was carried out with one section doing jobs for the other. Only
with the larger jobs requiring lots of time and material was any paper work required.
To the west of the Plumbers Shop and closer to the river were some old cottages and other buildings
which I think were originally built for fire station staff as I believe the Fire Brigade operated from this
area before moving to Forrest. Some of the cottages were still occupied. I can recall a Mrs Kelly and
family and Bill Witt and family living there.
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One of the old buildings was used by the Radio Branch of the Electrical Section (known later as The
Electronics Branch) which was run by Mac Fowler. Mac was a man who would have to have been
considered a pioneer in his field of mobile radio. He obtained his grounding in radio as a signaler during
World War 1 and continued working in radio after the war.
Two way radios for vehicles were not available commercially so these were designed and manufactured
by Mac Fowler and his staff in this old building.
Transistors were yet to be discovered so the radios had to use thermionic valves that required a huge
voltage supply. Various methods were experimented with to obtain these high voltages from the
battery in the vehicle. The method most commonly used involved using an electro-mechanical device
called a vibrator to chop up the DC battery voltage allowing it to be transformed to a higher voltage.
The Radio Branch supplied and maintained two way radio equipment to the vehicles and the bases of
the Electricity Supply, the Police, Fire Brigade, Ambulance, Forestry (bush fire), Water and Sewerage
and Transport Departments. In the early years of its operation communications directly between
vehicles was not achieved and messages were received and retransmitted by a unit in the old Radio
Section Building that required manual switching. To achieve this the base unit in the old building would
receive a message from one vehicle and transmit it on to the other vehicle. When the caller in the 1 st
vehicle had completed their message they would say ‘over’ and a member of the staff in Base Station
would switch over to let the 2nd vehicle reply.
The Radio Branch also carried out many other functions, such as maintenance of radio and internal
communication equipment in offices, schools, hospitals and public buildings as well as supplying and
installing public address systems for many sporting and cultural activities. The section was deeply
involved in the installation of audio equipment in Old Parliament House.
The Electrical Fitting Apprentices all enjoyed our time spent working for Mac in the Radio Branch. The
old building was destroyed by fire after serving for several years and a lot of valuable equipment was
lost. The Electronics Branch (as it was called then) was later housed in several other temporary
location before moving into much more suitable accommodation in the new workshop building in
Wentworth Avenue in 1956.
A new building was constructed on the site of the old burnt out sheds as an office and depot for the
Mains Branch, who installed and maintained the overhead and underground electrical system. A large
yard was fenced off next to this building and the vehicles and equipment used by the linesmen were
stored there. The equipment supplied for the line gangs was very basic those days much of it being
designed and constructed by the men on the job and a lot of the heavy work was done without the
assistance of machines. In spite of these drawbacks the linesmen, with great supervisors like Ken
Scarlet and Bill Byrne did a very good job and were mostly a helpful and cheerful group.
After the war, a number of migrant refugees were assigned to the mains branch to work as laborers,
mostly digging trenches for underground cables. They were obliged to stay for a set time, I think it was
2 years. Some of these men stayed on and trained as linesmen and became valued employees of the
ACT Electricity Authority.
The area of the yard adjacent to the Mains Building was used for manufacturing concrete slabs. These
slabs were about 120cms long 20cms wide and 8cms thick. They were laid on top of underground
cables for protection from mechanical dame. Sam Truesdale, a Leading Hand Linesman was the man in
charge of this work and some wag once erected a sign saying, ‘Sams Superior Slabs.’ These slabs were
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used for many years and there must be still several thousand of Sam’s slabs buried in central area and
the older suburbs of Canberra. Also manufactured in Sam’s yard were a number of steel and concrete
poles known as Stobbie Poles, named after their inventor an Engineer in SA. The larger versions of
these poles were used in the construction of the 22kv substation to the Cotter Pumping Station. This
line originally ran from an 11/22kv substation in Latrobe Park Deakin. It was later shortened to run
from Woden Zone Sub Station in Lyons when it was built in 1964.
A smaller version of the Stobbie Poles were manufactured for use in the Narrabundah and O’Connor
areas. This area was also used for storage of drums of cable and conductors, spare transformers, cable
jointing equipment etc.
In 1953 the NSW Electricity Commission established a diesel power station on the river side of the
railway lines near Mudaring Drive. The power station was one of the many temporary package plants as
they were called rushed into service throughout the state to meet the large sudden increase in demand
at that time.
This power station had a generating capacity of 5,000 KVA and consisted of 4x1 1,250 KVA Brush
Alternators driven by Harland and Wolfe diesel engines. The station ran regularly until 1956 when it
was shut down. It was later sold to the Commonwealth Govt minus one of its units and was kept as an
emergency supply for Parliament House. It only had periodic test run after this time.
If you went east from Linemen’s Depot past the Plumbers Shop and the Stores Yard who would come to
the Govt Sawmill. This was a fairly large saw mill with a variety of saws, ranging from huge ripping
down saws to quite small units. Most of the timber cut there was hardwood hauled down from the
Brindabella Mountain Range. The mill was surrounded by racks where the sawn timber was seasoned. A
large percentage of the older houses in Canberra contain the well seasoned timber from this mill.
The supervisor of the Govt Sawmill was a genial chap named Les (Doc) Rowe. His nickname Doc was not
because of any academic qualification but related to his ability as a Saw Doctor. He was exceptional at
sharpening and setting any type of saw.
Doc Rowe married Gwen Ryan who lived two houses from My Family in the Acton Cottages.
Between the sawmill and Wentworth Avenue there were a number of smaller buildings that served as
depots for section of the departmental work force such as Water and Sewerage, Roads and Bridges,
Painting and Sign Writing and The Joiners Workshop.
The Joiners Workshop repaired and manufactured furniture and a lot of special equipment for was
produced there. The Supervisor was Bob Lennon and his son Don Lennon served and Electrical Fitting
apprenticeship in the old Electrical Workshop and was with the ACTEA for many years.
A well known personality who worked in this area was Pat Hammond. Pat who lived in the Causeway
and worked in The Roads and Bridges Depot. He was a great union man. He was considered by many to
be the local guru on industrial awards and union matters. He often gave me good advice during my
time as an official of the Electrical Trades Union.
In later years, a large garage for busses was built in this area nearer to Wentworth Ave serving as an
annex for the Transport Depot.
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A quaint little building existed further east along Wentworth Ave across from the intersection with
Dawes St known as the Friendly Societies Hall. This hall was hired out for a variety of functions and
meetings and I can recall playing in card games such as crazy whist and euchre tournaments there.
A group which I enjoyed being a part of hired the hall a few times for dances. Entertainment was fairly
scarce in Canberra during the war, so this group with Dud and Ron Berry as leading members would
arrange dances where a hall and pianist were hired by the group for this purpose and just enough
charged to cover costs. Other halls that were hired by the group for this purpose were the Hockey
Pavilion at Manuka and the Tennis Pavilion in Forrest. Muriel Hartigan or Claude Bensley were the
pianists we mostly used. These artists were hired till 11 pm but usually because we were enjoying the
night the hat would go around and money raised to keep the dancing going till midnight. Both Murial
and Claude later led dance bands and played at major functions in Canberra and the surrounding
district.
Some distance in from Wentworth Ave where it intersects with Eyre and Dawes Sts there was a fairly
large area fenced in by wire mesh about 2.5 meters high. Several buildings constructed of
weatherboard fibro cement and galvanized iron were contained in this area. This was the campus of
The Canberra Technical College.
The CTC was also known as the Trade School when I first attended it in 1942 before starting my
apprenticeship. I would go to the Trade School after finishing work on a milk run starting at 3am. As
students of the Trade School we were taught the use of hand tools by instructor Ken Sinclare. The first
lessons consisted of being given a block of cast iron, the top surface of which we had to make flat using
files and scrapers and then had to cut grooves across this surface using hacksaws, hammers and cold
chisels.
Then we would have to chop off these grooves with a cold chisel and repeat the process cutting more
difficult shaped grooves.
One of the instructors at the college was Jerry Kilmartin who had a pig farm out near where the
Federal Highway becomes Northbourne Ave. Some of the Trades School students who had been there
the previous year told stories of jerry taking them in the back of a truck out to the farm where they
learnt the use of tools by building pig pens. He kept them well supplied with things like pies and soft
drinks so they were happy doing this.
For more formal school lessons we had to walk or ride bikes to Telopea Park School. These lessons
were mostly of things I had already learnt at Canberra High so I gave this away as not being very
helpful after several weeks. I returned to the Technical College several months later when I started my
electrical apprenticeship.
The instructor of Electrical Fitting Certificate classes at the Tech College was Jack Melluish who I found
to be extremely knowledgeable and good teacher. When I first started doing courses at college. Jack
was only employed as part time instructor. He also worked at …(?) Supply at the Electrical Workshop.
Not long after I began my apprenticeship Jack became a full time teacher at the Technical College.
With the establishment of the RAAF Training Camp at No 2STT in Fyshwick near the Railway Station,
the Technical College became the place where the trainee Air Force technicians did most of their study
so Jack Melluish and I suspect several other instructions became full time college employees. The CTC
at that time was controlled by the Sydney Technical College and I think was considered to be an Annex
of STC.
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The CTC was mostly restricted to teaching the traditional trades. Such as the building trades,
mechanical and electrical fitting, automotive trades, welding etc.
The electrical section consisted of a large room in one of the long buildings with a blackboard and
desks like a traditional school room. There was also workbenches situated along one side and the back
of the room. A variety of mostly well used instruments and test equipment and an old motor-generator
set was about the extent of the teaching aids provided. Plumbing trades were another group included
in this building. The Administration Section was situated in another similar building on the far side of
the compound.
A two storey building at the western end of the area was used by the mechanical engineering students,
the ground floor containing a variety of metal working machines. A much smaller building built of
corrugated iron houses the welding section where Bill O’Neill and other instructors taught oxy and
electrical welding.
There was a cottage constructed near the gates to the compound by the various building trades
apprentices I don’t think this building was ever occupied. Adjacent to the building trades classrooms
at the rear of the college were several fairly elaborate arches built by the bricklaying students.
The electrical apprentices and the apprentices from most of the other trades attended the college one
half day each week in the employer’s time and two nights a week in their own time.
We would get a short break during out afternoon sessions and at that time Wilkie would arrive with his
pie cart and do brisk business. Some of the chaps used to challenge him with the call, ‘double or quits,
Wilk.’ Wilkie who was a keen gambler would toss a coin and if they won they would get their pie free
and if they lost they paid double. I guess he would have come out even over time.
The Motor Mechanics’ Classroom contained a car engine mounted on stands with sections of the engine
block cut away so that all the moving parts could be seen in action when it was rotated. A few of us
electrical students were looking at this one day when ‘Muggins’ decided to feel the top of a piston at
the same time as someone else decided to give the flywheel a push. This resulted in a trip to hospital
with a squashed finger that luckily wasn’t broken but took many months to return to its normal shape.
The two storey building that had the machine shop on the ground floor with a variety of lathes, drills,
shapers and milling machines. The first floor contained a workshop and classroom. This upper floor was
used by the RAAF to train recruits in the use of hand tools. I heard stories of bags containing roughly
cut steel pieces that were shaped using files and hacksaws and a ten shilling note being lowered from
the first floor window. The apprentices in the machine shop would then process these items using
milling and shaping machines and sent them back up without the bank note.
The CTC remained on this site for many more years before moving to new premises at Reid and I had
the experience of attending some further courses there as a tradesman and also doing some part time
work there as an instructor.
THE POWER HOUSE
I have left the inclusion of the Steam Power Station and its associated buildings and equipment till last
because I consider it to be very important to the history of the area and I was also heavily involved in
work carried out there. I will probably get a bit technical at times but I hope I shall be forgiven for
this.
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The Old Power House Building which has a heritage listing is still there and is now serving a very useful
function housing the Glassworks. In spite of the popularity of the Glassworks I think it is a great pity
that all of the original equipment was ripped out of it. What a great tourist attraction it would be if it
still had all its boilers, turbines, alternators and associated equipment in place.
My intimate association with the Power Station’s electricity generation and distribution system stated
in the early 1950s/ Around that time the Electrical Workshop staff were divided into separate sections
each managed by its own supervisor. One of these sections was known as Substations Branch. I was
transferred to this section shortly after its formation.
The Supervisor appointed to the Substations Branch was Bob Kelly, a World War 1 veteran who had
served in France, he still suffered on occasions from the affects of gas used in that campaign. The
section was often called the Kelly Gang, perhaps with some justification. A well as having responsibility
for substations, associated main switchboards and the jointing of underground cables, the Substations
Branch was given the responsibility for all the electrical equipment in the Power Station and the Cotter
River Pumping Station. Probably because Bob Kelly considered that I possessed a greater knowledge of
electrical theory than most of the other members of the gang, he had me carrying out most of the
more technical jobs in the Power Station Area.
In recording of my recollections of the Power Station Area I consider it necessary to include the
adjacent switchyard and switchboard buildings as being part of a single unit in conjunction with the
generation component in the main building.
The Superintendent of the Power House was a steam engineer named Tom Trevillian who had
previously ran a power station in Goulburn that produced direct current electricity. Tom’s eldest son,
Harry also worked on the steam plant at the station. When Tom retired in the early 1950s George Saint
one of the shift engineers took over the control of the Power Station.
The Power Station area included the old building that remains today plus a chimney stack the base of
which still remains on the eastern side. On the western side there was a small brick building
containing a 6.6.kv switchgear. This building known as the 6.6.kv switchroom was separated from the
main building by a vehicle access area. Attached to the 6.6.kv room was the switchyard.
The switchyard area was surrounded by a high wire mesh fence topped with strands of barbed wire. A
brick switchroom building was built on the western end of the switchyard in the late 1940s. This
building remained empty for many years before the installation of an 11,000 volt switchboard in it.
The switchyard and adjacent switchboards were later known as Kingston Zone substation.
A large heap of coal was piled between the switchboard and the railway lines that continued on for
about 200 meters past the rear of the Power House.
There were also two cottages situated near the corner of Wentworth Avenue and Mundaring Drive that
were occupied by employees of the NSW Dept of Public Works (later the NSW Electricity Commission).
These men were responsible for the maintenance of the Commission’s power lines in the ACT and
surrounding district. Cec Maynard, Reg Moebus and Sullivan are a few of the householders I can recall
living in these houses.
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My earliest association with the Power House building was when as a very young apprentice I assisted
one of the tradesmen from the Installation Section with the wiring of an air raid siren. This siren is still
in place on the roof peak at the southern end of the building and was used during the war fortunately
only for practice alarms. [Frank told me that he thought the other siren was in the tower at the Old
Canberra High School. I recall the sirens going off for practice and we would be marched from out class
rooms at Telopea Park School down to the trenches. – c1942 onwards.] At this time the equipment in
the Power House Station was a complete mystery to me and I didn’t know that later I would become
very familiar with all of its workings.
The heart of the Power House would have to be the Machine Floor. If you enter the Power Station
Building from the western side and go up the stairs, you will enter the machine floor at the top. This
large high roofed area contained the steam engines and the power generating equipment. Above the
machines an overhead hoist was mounted on a cross-beam that was in turn mounted on rails running
for the full length of the building. The hoist which was operated by thick ropes looped over pulleys.
Near the top of the stairs was a large square hole in the concrete floor covered by solid wood which
could be removed to allow the loading or unloading of equipment by the hoist to the ground floor
below.
In addition to the generating equipment the machine floor also contained two separate switchboards; a
small 4 15/240 volt one at the far (northern) end which controlled the stations’ auxiliary power and the
5.5kv switchboard and the station instrument and control panels were situated on a raised stage like
platform on the western side of the floor with steps at each end.
Through the war years The Machine Floor contained five alternators each with its associated steam
engine. The biggest and most impressive of these units were also the oldest and least powerful. These
were the two Bellis and Morcomb triple expansion steam engines driving a brush alternators. Standing 5
meters tall and having a black glass finish with chrome and brass attachments they dominated the
interior of the Power House. Installed in 915 as Canberra’s original power generators, they each
produced 600va with an output voltage of 5.5.k whilst spinning at the slow speed of 250 RPM. They
had a steel walking platform with a brass railing ran around the top section. Side plates could be
removed when the plant was shut down providing good view of the huge pistons inside the engine.
These two units also had huge steel flywheels between the steam engine and the alternator.
The Brush Alternators were of an open construction with the rotors mounted on separate pedestal
bearings which allowed the interior of them easily visible. The windings on rotors, the poles and the
interpoles were easily seen. The DC Generators (Exciters) were also separate at the end of the shafts
with their windings, comutators and brush gear in plain sight.
This contrasts greatly with what visitors see in a modern power station where the entire units are
usually just one big metal cylinder with pipes and cables attached.
The Bellis and Morcom units generated at an output potential of 5,500 volts. These two units were the
original ones installed and first went into service in 1915.
In 1947 one of the Bellis and Morcomb steam engines with its Brush alternator was sold to a timber mill
in South Australia where it operated for many years. The other unit remained in the Power House
until it was sold for scrap with the rest of the equipment in the mid 1960s.
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The next generating until was a British Thomspon Houston Curtis turbo alternator (known as BTH). This
machine which was installed in 1927 ran at 3000 rppm and had a generating capacity of 1500KVA.
Although the BTH looked small alongside the Bellis and Morcom machines being less than half their size
it produced nearly three times the power. The BTH was the mainstay of the power station for many
years. It also had a voltage of 5.5KV.
During the war years and for some years after the BTH was run about 20 hours each day exclusive of
supplying the large transmitter at Belconnen Naval Station. At times you could pick the keying of the
morse code by the changes in tone of the hum of the alternator.
The other two units which were installed in 1939 had more cylindrical appearance similar to modern
machines, but were not totally enclosed, their exciters being separated and the sliprings visible. These
units Brush-Ljungstrom turbo alternators ran at 3000 rpm and each produced 1500 KVA with an output
voltage of 6600 volts. They were unusual machines as they consisted of two separate alternators on the
same shaft with the turbine in between. The alternators were connected by cables running under the
turbine and had excitation supplied by a common generator mounted on the end of the shaft. These
machines and their associated boilers were installed by and remained the property of the NWS
Department of Public Works (later the NSW Electricity Commission) but were operated and maintained
by the Canberra Electrical Supply.
A couple of incidents regarding the Brush-Ljungstrom units come to mind. On one occasion I was given
the job of repairing damage to the connecting leads to the sliprings on one of the alternators. The
housing on which the sliprings were mounted had moved on the shaft and broken the connecting leads.
The spliprings were heat shrunk onto the shaft and the connecting leads were quite substantial so it
was impossible to see how this could have occurred as the only mechanical load applied to the rings by
the carbon brushes was very light.
After making some inquiries I found out how this had occurred. The staff operating the steam supply to
the turbines had been instructed that at the end of a shift and the machines were shut down they were
to remain on site until all equipment was stationary. The Brush-Ljungstrom turbo alternators were
well balanced and heavy units spinning at 3000 rpm and would keep spinning for at least 20 minutes
after the load and steam supply was disconnected. Some member of the night shift anxious to get
home in the early hours of the morning had discovered that this time could be reduced by inserting a
length of timber between the steel housing and sliprings and using it as a lever to provide a braking
effect. This method apparently worked for some time until the night when he applied too much weight
causing the damage.
The other incident was when an insulation breakdown occurred in the 6.6.KVT cables connecting the
two alternators on one of the brush Ljungstrom units. Steve Harker and myself, a leading hand and
young tradesman respectively were called in on a Saturday to repair the damage. We were required to
work under this machine in a hot and confined space with years of accumulated grease, oil and carbon
dust coating everything. We finished about 5.30pm and with just half an hour left till the 6 0’clock
closing we rushed straight to the Kingston Hotel without cleaning up or changing our overalls.
We arrived to find that the bar was closing early as they often did at that time because of beer
shortages. Steve was a member of the Canberra South Bowling Club and insisted that we go up there
despite my protestations about our appearance. The clubhouse was crowded with bowlers dressed in
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creams; so these apparitions who must have looked worse that coal miners coming off ship, were given
a wide berth at the bar and managed to get a very welcome beer before being firmly asked to leave.
THE WHISTLE
At the southern end of the Machine Floor a wire rope came down through the rood to a level of about 5
feet from the floor. This rope operated a steam whistle that was mounted on the peak of the station
rood. This whistle came from HMAS Australia, the flagship of the Fleet in World War 1 when the ship
was decommissioned in the 1920s. It could be heard all over Canberra in those times.
In the 1930s and 1940s the whistle was blown at 7.30am, 8.00am, 12 noon, 12.42pm and 5.00pm. I
think the 8.00am signal was for shift workers such as the Printing Office and that the public servants
were rich enough to
…(section missing) in the late 1940s the working week was reduced to 40 hours and after that the final
whistle was blown at 4.12pm instead of 5.00pm thus reducing the working day to 8 hours.
The whistle was mostly blown by the shift electrician and he would usually act on a signal given by the
Station Superintendent who stood outside the door of his office which was located well down the
building beyond the control of the board. The office contained a large pendulum clock and radio; the
signals that occurred on the hour were often given to coincide with the ABC time signal.
When steam operations ceased the steam whistle was replaced by one driven by compressed air. The
whistle lacked the resonance of the original one but it remained in service for many years whilst the
Power House Building served as the control centre for ACTEA.
THE 5.5KV SWITCHBOARD AND CONTROL PANELS
The Main Control Panels and the 5.5.KV switchgear occupied the stage like area that is situated on the
western side of the Machine Floor.
The 5.5.KV switchgear was situated towards the rear of the stage like area, with a working space
behind the switchgear between it and the western wall of the Power House. The switches (oil circuit
breakers) were enclosed in separate concrete chambers and were operated by steel rods that ran from
the switches to operating levers mounted on the front of the control panels. The operating rods ran
close to the floor across a working space behind the panels. A wooden decking was built over these
rods. This arrangement provided plenty of protection to the operator from a switchgear fire or
explosion, which was in contrast to the protection at the rear where plywood covers on the concrete
enclosures were the only protection. Maybe the maintenance elect fitters were considered expendable.
Above the 5.5.Kv switches ran an exposed copper busbar system with isolating links and connections.
Under the heavy loads caused by rapidly increasing demand the connections tendered to overheat. To
check on the heating of the copper bus system the station staff taped a wax candle on to a link stick (a
rod made from varnished wood or other insulating material with a hook on one end to operate live high
voltage connecting links) if the wax of the candle melted when it was held against the copper
overheating was indicating. Repairs would then be carried out at the first opportunity. In later years
infrared camera equipment was supplied to detect hot spots on the system.
The switchboard controlled the input from the 5.5.KV alternators and several outgoing feeders. The
high voltage supply to Canberra’s suburbs was at 5.5.KV in the early days. In the 1950s this reticulation
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was converted to 11KV which involved a working program stretching over several years for the
substations section for which I was then working and for the linesmen from the mains branch.
To the front of the 5.5.KV concrete enclosed switches separating from them by a working space of
about 1 meter were the metering and control panels. These panels were mounted on a solid steel
frame pipe frame. The individual panes were about 1 meter wide and 1.3 meters high and made of
solid slate at least 50mm thick so were very heavy. The panels were installed in pairs one above the
other which gave a board about 2.6 meters high. Large bolts about 18mm in diameter with chrome
heads bolted these panel onto the frame. The front of the panels was highly polished and edges were
beveled giving the board an impressive appearance.
As well as the operating handles for the 5.5KV switches the panels displayed a range of meters and
indicating lamps. They also contained equipment for adjusting the excitation and power factor of the
alternators, recording instruments and an alarm panel. There was also control switches for operating
the 6.6KV and 66KV switchgear that were external to the main building. Many changes and additions
took place to the equipment on the panels in the 1950s and 60s and I was fortunate to be involved in
most of the work.
At the southern end of the control panels, a hinged panel that could be swung into positions that made
it visible from each of the steam engines and the control switches existed. It was on this panel that I
first installed the first synchroscope to go into service at the station. A synchroscope is an instrument
with a rotating pointer that is used for determining the correct instant to close the switch when an
alternator is being connected to run in parallel with other alternators.
The speed and direction at which the pointer of a synchroscope rotates is determined by the speed of
the machine that is to be connected on to the system, the closer the alternator gets to the correct
speed the slower its rotation. The steam engineer would need to adjust the engine speed until the
pointer was rotating very slowly and the shift electrician would close the switch when the pointer was
at the 12 o’clock position.
Before the installation of the synchroscope this procedure was carried out using three lamps. The
three light globes were situated at the points of triangle and would light up in a sequence that
depended on the incoming machine’s speed. When the alternator was running close to the correct
speed they would light up in sequence very slowing. The shift electrician would then have to estimate
the centre of the dark period of the lamp at the apex of the triangle and close the switch at that
instant. If the timing of the closing of the switch (circuit breaker) connecting the incoming alternator
to the system was not very close to synchronism, a surge of current would occur tripping the circuit
breaker and the whole procedure would have to be repeated.
The lamps were used for this synchronising were old carob filament lamps similar to those first used by
Thomas Edison. These lamps were very robust electrically and could take the rapid switching on and off
much better than tungsten filaments and had a much longer operating life but were quiet insufficient
for illumination.
This leads me to a story that has nothing to do with Kingston but is topical these days when we are
being encouraged to replace our tungsten filament lamps with more efficient types. I was a visitor at
my good mate Bert (Bomber) Brown’s father in law’s house in Sydney back in the 50s. Whilst sitting in
his fairly gloomy lounge room the old chap started to rave on about how they don’t make light globes
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like they used to and that he had some lamps that had lasted for years and years and pointed at the
ceiling. Looking up I saw a big old carbon filament lamp hanging on the end of a light cord. He was
obviously so proud of his lamps I wasn’t going to tell him t hat he was using about three times the
energy to get about one third of the illumination.
In the centre of the rear (Eastern) side of the Machine Hall, a door led to several steps giving access to
the Boiler Room which ran the full length of the building. The Boiler Room contained six coal fired
Babcock and Wilcox boilers that were fed by chain grate stokers. The coal was picked up by the chain
conveyor system from a hopper at the northern end of the station which could be filled straight from
the railway trucks. This system which required very little manual handling of the coal was considered
very state of the art in the early years of the Power House operation.
At the rear of the Boiler Room a door led into a gloomy low roofed area with many rows of cast iron
dome shaped lids covering holes in the floor. This room was known as the Economiser room, was a hot
smoky and unpleasant place but as it contained very little electrical equipment I didn’t have to enter it
very often. This room used the heat from the furnaces to provide extra heat to the steam from the
boilers.
After the station was shut down and all the equipment removed this area was used as a mechanical
workshop by ACTEA. This workshop mainly carried out repairs to the Authority trenching and earth
moving equipment.
On the ground floor below the turbines there were large steel tanks separated by thick concrete walls.
These tanks formed the condensers into which the steam was dissipated after the use in the steam
engines. The remainder of the ground floor consisted of some storerooms and an area where
equipment could be loaded and unloaded using the crane from the Machine Floor above.
At the northern end of the ground floor a large pit about 5 meters deeps contained electrically driven
pumping equipment for pumping water for the boiler from the river. At the western side of the ground
floor an area of about 1.5 meters lower than the main floor was fenced off by heavy steel mesh with a
locked gate. This area was known colloquially as the Dungeon.
The Dungeon contained a variety of equipment which included a bank of cast iron resisters which were
part of the station’s earthing system and a number of oil filled lighting surge arrestors situated along
the western wall. These arrestors which were connected via a spark gap to the outgoing 5.5.KV
feeders had to be changed daily. This was done by the shift electrician pulling on a chain which
operated an insulated rod closing the gap. This procedure created spectacular arcing within the gloomy
dungeon.
The dungeon also contained two fairly large coolant filled capacitors for power factor correction of the
stations 415 volt system. These capacitors also had old carbon filled filament lamps connected to them
which acted as pilot lamps and as a discharge circuit.
Myself and others carried out repairs on the capacitors which involved dipping our hands into the
coolant. It wasn’t till years later when they were being taken out of service that we discovered that
the coolant was not transformer oil, a substance we handled on a regular basis, but that it askarei that
consists mainly of deadly PBC. Luckily none of us seem to have suffered any ill affects.
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About 15 meters from the western side of the main building was a small brick building which housed
the 6.6.KV switchboard.
The 6.6.KV switchboard consisted of a row of 7, metal clad Westinghouse truck switches with solenoid
operation. They were connected to the two Brush-Ljungstrom Alternators, the incoming grid supply and
some outgoing feeders.
This building also contained a bank of batteries with a trickle charger to supply 120 volt control and
indication for the station. A motor generator set supplied booster charging when required.
There was also a panel of bulk metering and protection equipment which was the property of the NSW
Dept of public work (later the NSW Elect Comm). This provided metering of the power received from
NSW and protection for the 66KV to 6.6.KV main supply transformers and the incoming 66KV lines which
were also their property.
In the early 1950s the usage of electricity worldwide increased rapidly and this put a lot of pressure on
existing installations and created long waiting lists for new equipment from manufacturers. The 6.6.KV
switchgear at the station was a typical example of this, suffering overheating from the heavy loads
encountered at the time. The small hours of the morning were the only time when it was possible to
take a switch out of the system for maintenance and I have many recollections of either Bill Austwick
or Arthur Searson knocking on my bedroom window and calling me in to the station. Bill and Arthur
were doing most of the system switching at this time and when they needed an electrical fitter at this
hour, they would call on Bert Brown and or myself as we both lived nearby in Kingston.
One switch in particular was badly overloaded and we even went to the length of cutting a hole in the
top of its steel cubicle and fitting and exhaust fan and having another fan blowing onto the front of it
to help keep it cool.
A small door led out of the western side of the 6.6.VK room into the switchyard. The Switchyard
covered a fairly large area and was surrounded by a high chain wire fence with barbed wire on the top.
The switch yard, later known as the Kingston Zone Substation, consisted of high steel framework built
with a square box sections of heavy gauge angle iron supporting overhead copper bus bars and isolating
switches. The concrete floor contained a mismatch of switchgear, transformers and other equipment
that had been installed piecemeal over many years. The busbars around the yard consisted of 66VK,
11VK, 6.6.VK and 5.5VK systems which could be very confusing for the uninitiated and it all gave the
yard a scary appearance.
Steve Harker, Harry Ryan and other old hands who were there at the time were fond of telling the tale
of an incident that occurred in the late 30s when work was still very scarce from the depression. The
steelwork in the switchyard was showing signs of rust and the electrical staff were given the job of
repainting it. The Painters Union heard about this and demanded that this work for their members and
were awarded the job. A few days later the painters arrived on site and unloaded ladders, paint pots
and other gear from the truck. They then asked for the yard to be switched off so they could
commence work. It was then explained to them that it was out of the question to switch off the yard
as there was no other way of supplying Canberra and that the painting would have to be carried out
with the yard energized. They immediately put their gear back on the truck and cleared out leaving
the electrical staff to finish the painting without further complaints.
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Despite the fact that the switchboard was a piecemeal arrangement with a lot of exposed high voltage
conductors and terminals many of which were fairly low, I have no knowledge of any fatalities
occurring there. A bad accident did occur there in the late 1940s when Electrical Fitter, Mick Gallagher
and Alf Farrer were doing a wiring job in the centre of the yard. Mick served in the RAAF during the
war and Alf had served for many years in the Navy including the war years.
The accident occurred when a length of steel conduit being handled by Alf came in contact with a live
11KV terminal on the transformer. Mick didn’t panic and realizing that the resulting arcing would soon
bring others to the scene stayed with Alf and applied resuscitation. Alf survived but spent many months
in hospital with burns to his hands and terrible burns to his back that was in contact with the earthed
steel railing. Alf returned to work in the Power House as a shift electrician until his retirement many
years later.
The electricity supply feeding into the switchyard consisted of the output from the 5.5.KV and 6.6.Kv
Power Station alternators and from two 66KV transmission lines from the NSW system. One line came
from Burrinjuck Dam and the other from Goulburn this line connected through Port Kembla. Another
66KV line went from the switchyard to Captains Flat These three transmission lines were suspended by
high twin wooden poles and came across the river flats from the Duntroon direction.
The 66KV transmission lines terminated at the top of the steel framework of the switchyard and then
fed down through isolating links and long liquid fuses. These fuses were about 1.5 meters long with
solid glass tube containing the arc quenching liquid surrounding the fuse element. Removing and
replacing these fuses and opening and closing the 66KV isolating links that were mounted high up was a
test of strength and coordination for the operator.
Standing on a small portable platform about 1.5 meters high and wearing thick rubber gloves he would
have to carry out the operation using a long wooden link stick with a 10mm steel pin on the top end.
This pin had to be maneuvered into a ring on the fuse or link about 40mm in diameter. The length of
the link stick caused them to bend considerably when being used and they were also fitted with a
copper cone about 2 meters up with a cable connecting it to earth to provide extra protection for the
operator.
The fuses were taken out of service and replaced by circuit breakers circa 1950 but the isolating links
remained.
When I first became involved in the working of the yard the main transformer capacity consisted of 1 X
7500kav transformer and 1 x 5000 kava transformer the 7500kva was of Australian General Electric
manufacture whilst the 5000kva was of Compton Parkinson manufacture. Those transformers stepped
up the voltage regulation.
The 7500 kva transformer had been in service for at least 4 years when around 1950 the NSW
Department that owned it decided to have a Buchholz gas detection relay fitted to it. This is a device
that collects gas generated within the oil filled tank of the transformer and rings an alarm after a
certain amount is collected. It will also trip the circuit breakers and isolate the transformer if there is
a sudden rush to gas into the relay.
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After the Buchholz relay had been in service for about one day it gave an alarm signal and it was
assumed that this was caused by air trapped in the tank during installation so this gas was bled off
without any concern. When the alarm repeated itself for several more days it became obvious that
something was causing gas generation inside the transformer tank.
The transformer was taken out of service and a solid wood fame built over it so that hoists could be
hung from it to lift the heavy lid. Several hundred gallons of oil were drained off, the terminals
disconnected, holding bolts removed and the lid raised about 40cms. The leads connecting 66VK supply
were extended to allow energisation of transformer.
There was quite a gathering of engineers from NSW and the ACT present for the switching on of the
transformer. After it had been energized a senior engineer from Goulburn, It thin his name was Ogle,
climbed up the latter and stuck his head under the lid of the transformer(I recall thinking rather him
than me). After about one minute he shouted, ‘switch off I can see arcing.’
Then came the job of finding out what caused the arcing inside the transformer. To do this the core of
the unit which weighed many tons, needed to be removed from the tank. To achieve this the
transformer was dragged on its small steel wheels along sheets of steel at least 2.5cms thick into the
Power House under the hoist. This involved the use of winches and a large Caterpillar Tractor, the
door into the Power House also had to be enlarged.
When the core was raised the cause of this trouble was soon discovered. A very large nut at least 9cms
across was found sitting on the steel core allowing eddy currents to flow between the steel
laminations. This nut had probably been there since manufacture. After the nut which was badly
pitted, was removed and a small hole in the laminated steels cleaned up and varnished the whole
procedure was reversed and the transformer returned to service for a few more years.
I could not help thinking when this unit went out of service that it probably would have finished its
time with the nut still in it and no one would have been concerned if the Buchholz Relay had not been
installed.
In 1953 the 5,000kva and 7,500kva transformers were replaced by 1 x 10,000kva transformers of English
Electric Manufacture. These transformers had a voltage ratio of 66,000 to 11,000 volts and this changed
the main supply voltage of the yard from 6.6kv to 11kv. I was heavily involved in the installation of
these units and was given the job of installing the control system by Bob Kelly who was Sub Station
Branch Supervisor. This proved to be a very interesting and enjoyable exercise.
The transformers had been originally intended for use by the Sydney County Council but had been
diverted to Canberra due to the rapid load increase here and the control cabinets supplied with them
were designed and built the SCC. Wiring diagrams of the transformers and the control cabinets were
supplied but no interconnecting diagrams of overall schematic diagrams were available. Working out
the necessary interconnections and drawing up my own schematic diagrams was a great experience for
a young Electrical Fitter.
These two units remained in service until 1957 when one of them was removed and two 15,000kva
English Electric Transformers were installed. The remaining 10,000kva transformer was replaced by a
150,000kva transformer of Tyree manufacture in 1961. In 1965 another similar Tyree transformer was
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added and fans were fitted to them which increased their capacity to 19,000kva. I was heavily involved
in the installation and commissioning of all these units.
In 1959 the NSW Electricity Authority handed over the yard and the equipment to the Canberra
Electricity Supply. By then the NSW Authority had established a 132kv/66kv sub station at Oaks Estate
and this became their main supply point and two 66kv transmission lines ran from there to Kingston.
The outgoing line to Captains Flat then ran from Oaks Estate but the line from Goulburn remained.
The Kingston Zone Substation which was the Power House Yard became, served as the sole source of
power supply for Canberra until a 66kv/11kv substation known as North Ainslie Zone Substation was
commissioned in 1961. This substation which was situated on the corner of Officer Cres and Majura Ave
was commissioned in 1961. It was decommissioned and removed in 1979 when the 132kv/11kv City
East Substation on the foothills of Mount Ainslie went into service.
In 1974 a 66kv/11kv 19,000kva transformer of Tyree manufacture was removed from North Ainslie and
installed at Kingston Zone Substation. This unit was mainly used as a standby for other transformers.
A brick building with a large cable tunnel beneath its concrete floor was built at the western end of the
switchyard in the late 1940s as a switchroom. This building which was still standing, remained unused
until 1960 and during t his time it became a venue for a form of indoor cricket and many other
activities. This naturally without the knowledge or approval of the management.
An 11 KV switchboard with Westinghouse truck oil circuit breakers was installed in the building in 1960
and the building was then known as the 11kv Switchroom. This allowed relocation of the outgoing
feeders and removal of the cubicles scattered around the yard. This resulted in the substation looking
much less cluttered and resulted in the removal of the low down exposed 11kv terminals.
The 11kv switchboard was later extended to take additional feeders, these 11kv circuit breakers and
the 66kv circuit breakers and transformers etc were all monitored and controlled from the control
room in the Power House building.
The Kingston Zone Substation remained in service until the mid 1980s supplying most of the inner South
Canberra area including the Parliamentary Triangle until it was replaced by the adjacent 132kv/11kv
Telopea Park Zone Substation. I remember having the honour of being one of a very small group invited
to witness its final decommissioning where the Operating Engineer Trevor Domaschenz carried out the
switching which ended the supply of electricity from the Power House Complex.
The area where the zone substation once stood is now sealed over and has become a car park for the
Glass Works.
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